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Advanced Tracks Cleaner Crack + Keygen Full Version Free

Advanced Tracks Cleaner Crack Keygen is a browser tool that helps you protect
your computer. When you use internet, you may leave traces of your work, and it
can be used against you by others. Advanced Tracks Cleaner can help you clean up
all traces. Main features: - Caching Cleaner - Cookie Cleaner - Browser Startup
History Cleaner - Internet Explorer Home Page Cleaner - Secure Erasing - Operating
System Protection - Credentials Cleaner - Remove Recycle Bin Advanced Tracks
Cleaner is a tool that protects your computer. Advanced Tracks Cleaner help you
clean the traces of your work on your computer. This will make your computer
safer. Advanced Tracks Cleaner can make your computer "almost" invisible. Here is
list of key features: ￭ Windows Startup Configure Advanced Tracks Cleaner to
startup for a single user. ￭ Cleaning Internet Explorer Home Page Some sites
change your start page. Checking this feature will enable Advanced Tracks Cleaner
to monitor your home page settings. If another sites attempts to change your home
page the Advanced Tracks Cleaner will disallow any changes. ￭ Cleaning "Windows
Recent Documents" Lists the last 15 document files that you have accessed,
allowing any of these documents to be reopened simply by clicking on the name of
the document. Erasing this list prevents others from determining which documents
you may have recently opened or edited. ￭ Cleaning "Windows Search History"
Windows keeps a list of items that you have most recently searched for
Files/Folders. You can erase this list to prevent others from seeing items you may
have searched for Files/Folders, such as *.jpg. ￭ Cleaning "Windows Run History"
The start menu keeps a list of items activated (run) from the start menu. You can
erase this list to prevent others from seeing actions you may have executed such as
regedit.exe and ping.exe. Run history will be erased the next time you restart your
computer. ￭ Cleaning "Windows Open/Save Dialog History" Common Dialogs are the
standard Windows file open/save boxes that most programs use to open and save
files. Some versions of Windows maintain hidden history lists for these boxes.
Windows also records the filenames that you opened and saved in the system
registry. ￭ Cleaning "Windows Explorer OCX Streams" Windows keep list of most
commonly used OCX

Advanced Tracks Cleaner Activation Key

Advanced Tracks Cleaner is a security tool that helps you protect your computer.
These traces can be used against you by other peoples. Advanced Tracks Cleaner
solves this problem by cleaning the cache of your browser, cookies, history and
many others. Advanced Tracks Cleaner can also help you clean you hard drive and
so makeing available more free space for you to use. Here are some key features of
Advanced Tracks Cleaner:.1. Windows Startup Configure Advanced Tracks Cleaner
to startup for a single user. 2. Secure Erasing Secure cleaning of tracks is
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overwriting the file(s) the specified number of times with random character, this
prevent others from recovering your file(s) using recovery tools.3. Protect Internet
Explorer Home Page Some sites change your start page. Checking this feature will
enable Advanced Tracks Cleaner to monitor your home page settings. If another
sites attempts to change your home page the Advanced Tracks Cleaner will disallow
any changes.4. Cleaning "Windows Recent Documents" Lists the last 15 document
files that you have accessed, allowing any of these documents to be reopened
simply by clicking on the name of the document. Erasing this list prevents others
from determining which documents you may have recently opened or edited.5.
Cleaning "Windows Search History" Windows keeps a list of items that you have
most recently searched for Files/Folders. You can erase this list to prevent others
from seeing items you may have searched for Files/Folders, such as *.jpg.6.
Cleaning "Windows Run History" The start menu keeps a list of items activated (run)
from the start menu. You can erase this list to prevent others from seeing actions
you may have executed such as regedit.exe and ping.exe. Run history will be
erased the next time you restart your computer.7. Cleaning "Windows Open/Save
Dialog History" Common Dialogs are the standard Windows file open/save boxes
that most programs use to open and save files. Some versions of Windows maintain
hidden history lists for these boxes. Windows also records the filenames that you
opened and saved in the system registry.8. Cleaning "Windows Explorer OCX
Streams" Streams are history kept by Windows about your Explorer window
settings. If you need to eliminate history tracks of your file and folder accesses from
Windows explorer, it is recommended that you check these items. Please not then
when Windows Explorer OCX Streams are deleted Windows Explorer will show
appearance b7e8fdf5c8
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Advanced Tracks Cleaner With License Code

Advanced Tracks Cleaner is a security tool that protects your PC. This tool helps you
protect your PC by erasing the traces of your work on your PC. This trace can be
used by others for attacking your PC. Advanced Tracks Cleaner helps you to defend
your PC. Advanced Tracks Cleaner helps you clear the cache of your browser,
cookies, history and many more. We suggest to use this utility to a maximum
extent. But, if you need to erase every possibility of track on your PC, you can set
your needs. Advanced Tracks Cleaner has a few options that allow you to prevent
different problems. Advanced Tracks Cleaner has a large number of options that
allow you to erase the history of your activities, the computer, the browser, your
Internet Explorer history, the Internet Search History, Windows Update History, the
Windows Search History, the Last15 Windows Search History items, the Last15
Windows Startup, the Last15 Recent Documents, the Last15 Windows File Registry
Streams, the Last15 Windows Explore Registry Streams, the Last15 Windows
Desktop Registry Streams, the Last15 Windows Clipboard, the Last15 Windows
Temp Folder and Last15 Windows Recycle Bin. Advanced Tracks Cleaner has a
limited usage, you may use it to have a secure system, but if you need to erase the
history of all traces of your activities on your PC, you can make it. Advanced Tracks
Cleaner can also protect you from: ￭ Windows Startup Configure Advanced Tracks
Cleaner to startup for a single user. ￭ Protect Internet Explorer Home Page Some
sites change your home page. Checking this feature will enable Advanced Tracks
Cleaner to monitor your home page settings. If another sites attempts to change
your home page the Advanced Tracks Cleaner will disallow any changes. ￭ Cleaning
"Windows Recent Documents" Lists the last 15 document files that you have
accessed, allowing any of these documents to be reopened simply by clicking on
the name of the document. Erasing this list prevents others from determining which
documents you may have recently opened or edited. ￭ Cleaning "Windows Search
History" Windows keeps a list of items that you have most recently searched for
Files/Folders. You can erase this list to prevent others from seeing items you may
have searched for Files/Folders, such as *.jpg. ￭ Cleaning "Windows Run History"
The start menu keeps a list of items activated (run) from the start menu

What's New in the?

Advanced Tracks Cleaner is a security tool that protect your PC from someone got
your back-track and you don't know about it. Your Windows and Internet Explorer
will be safe from being hacked. Advanced Tracks Cleaner will clean a lot of data in
internet browser,windows Startup,computer registry,recent documents,browsers
memory,search history,run history,desktop,screenshot and etc.After erasing all
these data,your windows,internet explorer will appear. Advanced Tracks Cleaner
has many features: 1. Secure erasing. It will overwrite the tracks of the file you set
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the number of times with random character. This help prevent other people used
recovery tools to obtain your tracks. 2. Start up with windows. Advanced Tracks
Cleaner will start up before windows startup. This enable Advanced Tracks Cleaner
detect a few settings in windows startup. After you are starting windows Advanced
Tracks Cleaner will stop. 3. Protect home page. Advanced Tracks Cleaner will
prevent a sites from changing your home page. 4. Cleaning history. Advanced
Tracks Cleaner will clean the Internet Explorer recent documents list,windows
search history,run history,internet explorer recent files list,browsers search
history,and etc. Windows and Internet Explorer: Advanced Tracks Cleaner can make
the system clean your Internet Explorer better than any other security tools
because: The browser tracks are the most important sources of data for hackers to
get back-track. In order to protect the system, Advanced Tracks Cleaner will clean
the cache, the history and the recently closed documents of the browser. This will
make the browser look clean and fast. When you start windows and Internet
Explorer, Advanced Tracks Cleaner will start before they start. This will let Advanced
Tracks Cleaner see some of the windows and internet explorer settings. Advanced
Tracks Cleaner will stop when the system start, this ensure the system can run
normally. Detect start-up settings. Advanced Tracks Cleaner will detect some of the
start-up settings of Windows and Internet Explorer. It can help you avoid some
problems with the windows. Detect programs and recent items. Advanced Tracks
Cleaner will detect some of the recent items of Windows and Internet Explorer. This
will allow Advanced Tracks Cleaner to clean them. Clean up any program that was
ran before. Advanced Tracks Cleaner will clean any old programs that were run
before. This will clean up Internet Explorer,Windows Explorer,browser,run
history,search history,
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 Processor: Intel Core i3 2.3Ghz /
AMD Athlon 2.4Ghz Memory: 4GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 / AMD
Radeon HD 7870 DirectX: Version 11 Storage: 4GB available space Recommended:
Processor: Intel Core i5 3.3Ghz / AMD Radeon HD 7870 Memory: 8
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